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Two medieval graveslabs with 
French inscriptions from 

Parliament Street, Kilkenny
Conleth Manning

In 1992 two fragmentary graveslabs were uncovered in the back 
garden of No. 26 Parliament Street, the restaurant Melfa. The 
proprietor, Mr. Romano Pesce, very kindly presented the slabs to 
the Kilkenny Archaeological Society and Mr. Louis Feeley, District 
Inspector, O.P.W., arranged to have them transported to the yard 
of Rothe House.

The Slabs
(1) This is the wider end of a coffin-shaped limestone graveslab 

with a fine floriated cross in relief terminating in fleur-de-lis. Two 
further fleur-de-lis spring from the stem. The present length of the 
slab is 1.25m while the width at the surface narrows from 0.60m at 
the arms of the cross to 0.50m at the broken end. The maximum 
thickness is 0.17m. The sides were originally steeply bevelled or 
chamfered but part o f the left side is now worn and rounded. The 
top left corner is broken away while in the area of the top right 
corner there is evidence of natural weathering as can be caused by 
rainwater reacting with limestone. This weathering happened 
subsequent to the carving o f the slab.

The inscription, in small neat incised Lombardic letters, runs in 
four lines to the left of the cross-stem. The language is Norman- 
French but unfortunately the ends o f the first three lines are 
missing leaving gaps in the inscription:

“ + ICI:GIST:GAL......
RE:WILIAM:DE......
PATER:NOST.......
CHARITE:”

Here lies Gal [frid (Geoffrey?)]  re William de  A Pater
Noster [from your] charity.

The under side o f this slab shows that it had been pressed into 
service as a door threshold probably in post-medieval times. The 
underside has been well worn by traffic passing through the
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doorway, which appears to have had a double door as was common 
in shops. This is indicated by two bolt holes in the centre. At each 
side is a recessed area for the base of the wooden doorjamb.

(2) This is the narrow end of a coffin-shaped limestone graveslab 
with a bevelled edge. Its present maximum length is just over lm  
while the present width (one side has been partly cut away) varies 
from 0.52m at the narrow end to 0.57m at the broken end. Its 
maximum thickness is 0.18m.

There is no evidence that there ever was a cross or the stem of a 
cross on this slab fragment. A fragmentary inscription in large 
incised Lombardic letters survives around the flat surface close to 
the chamfer or bevel. The bevel has been roughly cut away on the 
left side apparently to make the stone more square and a rectan
gular area of the surface here has been roughly dressed, thereby 
destroying part of the inscription. Close to the broken end of the 
slab there are two broken square iron bars set in mortar in holes cut 
into the surface. These may be part of a fixed foot scraper outside 
a Georgian period doorway and the other damaged area may have 
been dressed to key with the mortar under the stone jamb of the 
doorway. This slab was found towards the rear of the garden 
beneath ground level and covering some type of drain or cistern. A 
thin slab in the side of the feature below it had a finely carved 
marigold and may have been from an eighteenth-century fireplace 
or doorway.

The inscription, again in Norman-French, reads as follows after 
the dressed area which unfortunately destroyed part of the per
son's name:

“ ......:GIST ICI: DEU DE LA ALME: EIT ME[RCI]..”
“......lies here. God have mercy on the soul..”
The reuse of medieval graveslabs as flagstones, lintels or thresh

olds is not unusual in Kilkenny and was even happening in the 
monastic houses themselves by the fifteenth century as witnessed 
by the slabs reused in the Black Abbey tower1. A  fine slab with a 
French inscription commemorating a member of the Keteller 
family was found built into a house in High Street in the last 
century2 and other fragments have been found from time to time3. 
The find place o f these slabs at No. 26 Parliament Street is almost 
equidistant from the medieval Dominican and Franciscan friaries. 
Both have slabs of this period and both have examples with French 
inscriptions. Therefore they could have been taken from either



place.
These slabs increase the number of known slabs with Norman- 

French inscriptions in Co. Kilkenny "from 14 to 164. Similar inscrip
tions are known from the towns o f New Ross, Youghal and Galway 
and from Castledillon, Co. Kildare5. Latin and French seem to have 
been interchangeable on these 13th/14th century graveslabs in 
Ireland and the use of one as opposed to the other does not have 
chronological implications. Judging from closely dated examples a 
date in the latter half o f the 13th century or early in the 14th 
century is likely for these slabs. 1 may be earlier in this period while 
2, with its larger and cruder letters, may be later.
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